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Module 5  MECHATRONICS • Unit 12 ENGINES

PARTS OF A MOTORCYCLE
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Grap handle

Wheel set

Axle block

Rear sprocket Rear brake disc guard

Oil filter cover
Front brake disk

Whool hub

Front brake disk guard

Off-road radiator

Handlebar clamp

Knob adjuster

Handlebar Riser

Handlebar

Brake pedal step plate

Foot pegs

Chain

Front sprocket cover

Engine cover

Brake & clutch lever

Brake clutch control clamp

Front brae reservoir cap
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ACTIVITIES
 1 Test yourself with a quiz on the Internet. 

What kind of motorcycle style suits on your personality?
https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/story.php?title=what-kind-motorcycle-style-suits-you-best
A quiz for you to help determine roughly what sort of motorcycle is right for you, from your personality 
through to your riding style. Please understand, it is not to be taken completely seriously and some 
answers do have a little bit of fun in them.

 2 Choose the correct option. 

1. The rotational force of the crankshaft is transmitted to…
 a. the front wheel .
 b. the engine. 
 c. the rear wheel.

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the three ways used to classify a motorcycle engine?
 a. The number of cylinders. 
 b. The size of the camshaft. 
 c. The number of strokes in its power cycle.

3.  Which of the following is NOT one of the three basic ways to transmit engine power to the 
motorcycle’s rear wheel?

 a. Chain.
 b. Belt.
 c. Waterjet.

4. Unwanted motion in the rear of the motorcycle is called…
 a. gear shaking.
 b. shaft jacking.
 c. clutch clunking.

5. The frame, suspension, wheels and brakes comprise the motorcycle’s…
 a. body.
 b. channel.
 c. chassis.

6. What allows motorcycles to use tubeless tires now?
 a. Cast wheels.
 b. Pneumatic tires.
 c. Steel rims.

7. What do riders use to activate a motorcycle’s brakes?
 a. Hand levers.
 b. Foot pedals.
 c. Both hand levers and foot pedals.

8. When was the motorcycle’s layout established? 
 a. 1904.
 b. 1914.
 c. 1934.


